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Recreation Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
May 7, 8:30 am, Town Hall 

 
Attendees:  Fred Pfohl, Urs Gsteiger, Barbara Piquet, Nancy Owen, Gloria Alge, Gil Adams, Recreation 
Director Sandy Carr, Interim Recreation Director Sean Royall, and Town Manager Randy Feierabend.  
Guest:  Kate Gavenus (TDA) 
 
1. Fred called the meeting to order at 8:32 am. Urs motioned that the 4/2/15 Meeting Minutes be 

approved and Barbara seconded the motion.  It was approved unanimously.   
 
2. Fred started the meeting with a special thanks to Sandy Carr and her work as our Recreation 

Director. 
 
3. Fred introduced Randy Johnson. He is re-writing his book “Hiking North Carolina” and Beech 

Mountain is going to be discussed in the book along with the Emerald Outback. Randy is suggesting 
and proposing that we incorporate new trail blazes on the EMO for XC skiing. Randy talks about how 
popular we are in the winter and the winter recreation opportunities we have at Beech. Randy wants 
to stress the importance of making the EMO a 4-season multi-use trail. Barbara asks what would be 
the best color to change or what Randy would suggest. Small reflective diamond markers with the XC 
emblem and strategically placed is what Randy suggested. Randy said he would be glad to be 
advisor for the winter recreation and help put trail markers up. 

 
4. Sean discussed getting a room and food for Margaret Haggerty and 1 friend. Barbara suggested 

calling Caulder Smoot. Sean noted that Freehub Magazine is going to showcase and photograph the 
EMO trails in a nationally published photo book. They will be here the week after the Metric to view 
the trails and learn about the community.  

 
5. Outdoor – Nancy asks on the mowing service, who got the contract and what all locations are they 

responsible for. Randy addresses that the decision was made based on the quotes given on who the 
contract went to and that by having a company take on the mowing we can open our outdoor staff to 
more trail and park work. Barbara asks if the new picnic tables will be stained. Barbara asked if our 
snowshoe rentals will be now free like our canoe rentals. Randy notes that our insurance indicates 
that if we charge for an activity we are liable, thus the reason to not charge for canoeing or 
snowshoeing. Fred asks about EMO construction and the gateway being done. Sandy notes the 
porta-potty was approved by the Leidy’s. Fred and Randy discussed lights at Perry Park and other 
parks. Randy notes the weather is a large factor in the electricity at these locations not working. Sean 
notes that we now have 3 total canoes and 1 pedal boat which is to be put at the dock the following 
week. Randy is going to look into getting the water rules and regulations for boating Buckeye and 
also how Beech’s water classification was changed to allow fishing and stocking of the waters. 

 
6. Events - Fred goes over Easter Party, no questions asked. Fred thanks Sandy for her help gathering 

volunteers for the Metric Training Ride and the Metric Ride. Barbara asks if we need any volunteers 
at specific locations. Nancy notes she could help the morning of the Metric in Banner Elk. Barbara 
asks how riders find route maps or information for riders. Sandy notes that riders can go online to the 
Metric’s website and find all information. Randy notes that we are to have the overlook kiosk 
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completed by the weekend of the Metric. Sandy reminds Sean to check and fill marketing materials 
needed in kiosk. Barbara and Gloria go over the sponsors for the Cool 5 and open the topic to 
suggestions and contacts for more sponsorship. Fred and Nancy both provide several contacts in 
Banner Elk. Sandy mentions our $5,000 donation from TDA and our $2,000 from Subaru that Urs got. 
Sandy notes that Gina from Coke may provide us with small items for goody bags. 

 
7. Old – Randy suggests a workshop for council and him to go over budget for more explanation. Randy 

notes that David will report at the Town Council meeting on his survey for department adjustments in 
both job categories and salaries. Randy notes reasons to have full-time employees at the recreation 
center. Sandy noted that we do come in under budget. Barbara asks why the Sled Hill budget was 
higher, and in response Sandy talked about how they had to pull funds from other budget areas, so it 
would just be nice to increase the sled hill specific budget. Sandy talks about how the recreation 
center is to replace 1 piece of equipment a year, this year we will replace a treadmill. Urs notes that 
he would like to have the budget to look at earlier before the meeting and then discuss. Fred asks 
how our trucks are doing which Randy responds that they are in our 5 year plan to look at replacing. 
Fred asks if there is a list of items for outdoor recreation such as sewage that we can update, Randy 
mentions he has looked at many resources and National Parks and all restroom facilities are very 
expensive. Sandy talks about the importance of having a marketing and event planning person at the 
Recreation Department 
 

8. For New Business – Sandy talks about the kitchen proposal and TDA providing donation. The kitchen 
would be in 2 phases to break the cost into 2 sections. Kate Gavenus mentions April and January are 
months for TDA grants. 

 
9. Miscellaneous/Speak Out Session – Barbara asks that we vote on a vice chairperson. Fred 

nominates Rory, Barbara and Nancy seconds, it was approved unanimously. Sandy thanks the 
committee for their work. Kate says a special thanks to Sandy and the recreation department. Randy 
mentions streetscape and that Jes is working on it, possibly ready by the end of summer. Fred asks 
about more “Share The Road” signs. 

 
 

10. The meeting was adjourned by Fred. 
 
11. Next Meeting – Thursday, June 4, at 8:30 am Town Hall 
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